The percentage of massive main sequence OB stars in binary systems is thought to be as high as 100%. However, very few Galactic binary red supergiants (RSGs) have been identified, despite the fact that these stars are the evolved descendants of OB stars. As shown in our recent paper, binary RSGs will likely have B-type companions, as dictated by stellar evolution considerations. Such a system will have a very unique photometric signature due to the shape of the spectral energy distribution. Using photometric cutoffs it should therefore be possible to detect candidate RSG+B star binary systems. Here we present our spectoscopic follow-up observations of such candidates. Out of our initial list of 280 candidates in M31 and M33, we observed 149 and confirmed 63 as newly discovered RSG+B star binary systems. Additional spectra of four candidate systems in the Small Magellanic Cloud confirmed all of them as new RSG+B star binaries including the first known RSG+Be star system. By fitting BSTAR06 and MARCS model atmospheres to the newly-obtained spectra we place estimates on the temperatures and subtypes of both the B stars and RSGs. Overall, we have found 87 new RSG+B star binary systems in M31, M33 and the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds. Our future studies are aimed at determining the binary fraction of RSGs.
Introduction
Characterizing the stellar binary population is one of the keys to understanding stellar evolution. At close enough binary separations, companions disrupt circumstellar environments and strip off outer layers through induced mass transfer. This stripping removes the by laying out the path to determining the RSG binary frequency.
2. Discovery of New RSG+B Star Binaries in M31 and M33 Neugent et al. (2018) selected 592 candidate RSG+B star binaries from the LGGS for M31 and M33. The candidates were initially selected through color-color cutoffs before then being filtered through Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 ) to identify and remove 312 foreground sources. The remaining 280 stars (138 in M31 and 142 in M33) became our initial list of candidates.
Observations and Reductions
To observe as many of the 280 stars as possible, we relied on the multi-object fiber-fed spectrograph, Hectospec, (Fabricant et al. 2005 ) on the 6.5-m MMT. Its large field of view (1 degree in diameter) was well matched to our M31 and M33 survey areas. We were assigned 2.5 nights of dark time in Fall 2018 through the Arizona Time Allocation Committee in order to study a number of WR+O binaries in M31 and M33, but since Hectospec has 300 fibers, we were able to piggyback the RSG binarity project onto this time using unused fibers. Due to poor weather and instrument problems, only a single M31 and a single M33 configuration were observed. The M31 field was observed on UT 2018 September 14 while the M33 field was observed on UT 2018 October 6 both with clear sky conditions. The data were taken with the 270 line mm −1 grating resulting in spectral coverage from 3700 -9000Å, ideal coverage for both the upper Balmer lines (3700Å -4000Å) originating from the B-type stars and the TiO bands (upwards of 6000Å) of the RSGs. The 250 µm fibers resulted in a spectral resolution of 6Å. Exposures were 3 × 3000 seconds. Reductions were carried out using the version 2.0 of the Hectospec REDuction (HSRED) code 1 which is similar to the SDSS spectral pipeline. The data were then flux calibrated using an approximate sensitivity function kindly provided by Nelson Caldwell.
New Binaries
Out of the 280 candidates in M31 and M33, 149 were observed. Of these, 63 were confirmed as newly discovered RSG+B star binaries. Their locations in U-B vs. R-I color space are plotted in Figure 1 as yellow circles. (It should be noted that because Hectospec is a mult-fiber instrument, flux calibration is inherently difficult because each fiber will have a different transmission curve and hence be dependent upon the accuracy of the flat field correction (Fabricant et al. 2008) . Thus, when plotting these stars on a color-color plot we relied on their LGGS colors as opposed to photometry derived from the spectra.) Note that they span the entire range of color space where Neugent et al. (2018) expected to find RSG binaries. Representative examples of confirmed binary RSGs within the observed color-color space are shown in Figure 2 .
The coordinates, magnitudes and general classifications of the stars discussed below are listed in Table 2 .
Contaminants
While 42% (63/149) of the observed stars were RSG+B star binary systems, the remaining 58% were contaminants. Below we detail the types of contaminants including the single RSGs, blue stars, and other interesting stars. Within each section we discuss how to remove such contaminates in future surveys.
Potentially Single RSGs
As is shown in Figure 1 , 11% (17/149) of the observed candidates showed strong TiO bands but no upper Balmer lines. However, a few of them show strong signal in the blue but no upper Balmer lines. This could be due to a few possibilities. The first is that there is a B-type star companion but the SNR simply isn't high enough to detect weak Balmer lines. Another possibility is that we are seeing the effects of dust scattering (similar to what is seen in normal reflection nebula). Many RSGs have extra extinction compared to their OB star neighbors; these stars also show upturns in their UV spectra Levesque et al. 2005) . As mentioned in §1, RSGs have high mass-loss rates. As the mass is expelled, the dust grains absorb the red light while reflecting the blue light (Jura & Jacoby 1976) . Thus, some RSGs show what appears to be a blue reflection nebula. This has been seen in such RSGs as VY CMa and µ Cep (Shenoy et al. 2016) . Higher resolution and UV data is needed to either confirm or deny the existence of such a feature.
Given that the majority of these TiO-band spectra show upturns in the blue, we wouldn't exactly call these contaminates. Thus we would rather get additional data to either confirm or deny the presence of a binary companion or reflection nebula as opposed to removing them from our list of candidates.
Blue Stars
There were additionally quite a few stars that showed strong Balmer lines but no TiO bands. These stars comprised 28% (41/149) of the sample. The majority of these stars were B-type stars (28/41 = 68%) but there were a few A-type stars as well (13/41 = 32%). Their locations in color-color space are shown in Figure 1 as cyan dots (B stars) and magenta stars (A stars). Note that the majority of them are clustered around the lower-most R-I colors (R-I ∼ 0.5) but across a wide range of U-B color-space. Since we are preferentially finding single blue (B and A) stars at low R-I colors, we believe we have adequately sampled that region of color-space for binary RSGs and we would not find any more RSG+B star binaries at lower R-I colors. With the exception of two of the A-type stars, the rest were pushed into our region of interest due to high reddening (B − V > 0.5) values as determined from LGGS photometry .
Within a small region of color-color space (at low R-I colors), there are 27 A and B-type stars and only 2 RSG+B star binaries. So, if we are interested in completeness, it is still necessary to sample this region. However, 93% of this region was contaminated by A and B-type stars. To maximize the number of RSG+B star binaries found from the minimum number of spectroscopic follow-up observations, this region should be sampled last.
Other Contaminants
Although our program was highly successful in identifying RSG with early-type companions, there were invariably some "losers." Twenty-four spectra fell into this category, an interesting hodgepodge. About half of these are likely foreground stars and are of no further interest here. Two others proved to be RSGs that were located in regions of strong nebulosity. The remainder, however, proved quite interesting in their own right. Twelve objects turn out to be previously unknown background QSOs and galaxies, and will be discussed in a short companion paper (Massey et al., submitted) .
Removing this assortment of contaminants is quite difficult since they span the entire range of color-color space. However, some of them could have been removed using the original
LGGS images. The galaxies are not quite point sources on the images (although the QSOs are) and thus could have been eliminated by their fuzzy structure. But for the remaining point-sources, there is no easy way of removing them from the list of targets.
J004032.98+404102.8 -A Symbiotic RSG?
One contaminant star, J004032.98+404102.8, stands out in particular. Its spectrum is shown in Figure 3 . We find Balmer emission with an extremely strong decrement, along with numerous low-excitation Fe lines, primarily Fe ii. We were unable to find any forbidden Fe lines, although the nebular lines [S ii] λλ6716, 31 are weakly present, as is the
What is the nature of this unusual find? We are indebted to our colleague Dr. Howard Bond for helping us answer this. The object was detected both by the Swift Ultraviolet / Optical Telescope (UVOT), and by the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE), indicating both hot and cool components. This is a classic description of symbiotic stars providing the first strong evidence that they consisted of a red giant and a white dwarf (see, e.g., Boyarchuk 1985 ). An inspection of the atlas of symbiotic stars by Munari & Zwitter (2002) reveals a near identical match between the optical spectrum of V3929 Sgr (their Fig. 75 ) and that of our M31 star.
However, there is still a mystery. J004032.98+404102.8 is clearly a member of M31, as its radial velocity (measured via the Balmer lines) is −543 ± 2 km s −1 , consistent with that expected given its location in M31's disk, −531 km s −1 using the assumptions laid out in Massey et al. (2009) . Thus, the star has a high visual luminosity, M V ∼ −5.1. The cool components of symbiotic stars are typically M giants, or at most bright giants (see, e.g., Keyes & Preblich 2004) ; these should have absolute visual magnitudes near 0 (Cox 2000) . A value of −5 is more typical of a red supergiant.
Putting together these findings suggest that this may actually be another successful detection of a RSG binary, albeit in an unexpected form. We propose that this object is some sort of high-mass analog of a normal symbiotic star. In a normal symbiotic system, the red giant dumps material onto a white dwarf, and in the process creates an accretion disk. "D-type" symbiotics usually contain a Mira variable and are surrounded by optically thick dust, obscuring the donor star (Miko lajewska 2007). Based upon the absolute magnitude, we suspect that this is a RSG+OB companion pair, with the matter transfer creating both the accretion disk and contributing to the obscuration of the donor star. The OB star is exciting some nebula emission, but high obscuration leads to a strong Balmer decrement and the near invisibility of the [O iii] line. The Fe emission would presumably arise from the accretion disk. It would be worthwhile to monitor this star to see if its spectrum or brightness vary, as one finds with many symbiotics. Although it has been previously identified as a "miscellaneous" variable (V2285) by Mochejska et al. 1999 , its amplitude is not much larger than the errors.
Completeness
The average SNR of our spectra around the upper Balmer lines (3700-4000Å) was 25 ±9 per 2Å resolution. Neugent et al. (2018) found that a SNR of ∼100 per 2Å resolution element in the blue was sufficient to detect the upper Balmer lines. Thus, in order to conclusively prove whether the RSG has a B star companion, we needed a much higher SNR than what we obtained. It should also be noted that the spectral resolution of the MMT data was 5Å and thus not adequate for detecting the weakest lined Balmer lines even with a high enough SNR. So, of the 14 RSGs that did not show upper Balmer lines, it cannot be ruled out that they have B star companions with weak upper Balmer lines. Data with a higher SNR and resolution is needed.
We also must consider the likelihood that RSG+B star binaries exist outside of the targeted search area within color-color space. This number is difficult to quantify and many of our confirmed RSG+B star binaries fall on the dividing line as shown in Figure 1 . Considering the increasing contamination of B and A stars near the lower values in R-I, we believe that region of color-color space has been adequately explored. However, we cannot rule out there being more RSG+B star binaries in the redder regions (hypothenuse of the triangle). Sadly, these systems are not rare. They are comprised of RSG + B star binaries where the Balmer lines are quite weak compared to the flux from the RSG. This most commonly occurs with a RSG + BV pair or a binary where the B star has high reddening and thus the Balmer lines have been slightly "filled in." Given the weakness of the Balmer lines in these spectra, we would need a higher SNR (much closer to ∼100, as discussed above) to detect such stars. At this point, the SNR and resolution requirements become almost prohibitive towards largescale spectroscopic follow up and we may need to devise another method to identify such binaries.
Newly Confirmed Small Magellanic Cloud RSG+B Star Binaries
In addition to our M31 and M33 observations, we obtained spectra of four RSG+B star binary candidates in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). As was described in Neugent et al. (2018) , 25 out of 598 previously observed RSGs in the Magellanic Clouds showed evidence of upper Balmer lines (the coordinates and magnitudes of these stars are listed in Table 3 ). Ten additional RSGs in the sample also showed potential upper Balmer absorption but had SNRs that were too low (around 20 per 2Å resolution) for this to be conclusive. We re-observed four of these low-SNR candidates that were chosen as a representative sample using the 6.5-m Magellan Echellette (MagE) on the Baade Magellan telescope at Las Campanas. We confirmed all four of them as RSG+B star binaries due to the presence of upper Balmer lines. We additionally made a very interesting discovery -the first known RSG+Be star binary!
Observations and Reductions
All four stars were observed under clear conditions with 0.
′′ 7 to 1. ′′ 0 seeing using a 1 ′′ slit. Exposure times ranged from 300s (to obtain an unsaturated spectrum of the Be star) to 1800s. MagE provides coverage from 3100Å to 1µm at a resolving power R of 4100. Thus, we were able to observe the wavelength regions of both the upper Balmer lines and the TiO bands at high resolution. Spectrophotometric standards taken throughout the night allowed for flux calibration before the orders were combined. The data were extracted using a combination of the IRAF echelle package and the 'mtools' 2 IRAF routines originally designed by Jack Baldwin for the reduction of MIKE spectra.
The First RSG+Be Star Binary System
One of the four SMC stars we observed shows strong upper Balmer lines in addition to TiO bands, making it a RSG+B star binary. However, the spectrum also shows emission lines within the core of each upper Balmer line making it different from any of our previously observed binary spectra. Based on these emission lines, we classify the B star component as a Be star. Figure 4 shows a spectrum of this star including a subset of the upper Balmer lines with the emission and absorption line components. While Be stars themselves are not rare (in the Milky Way, ∼ 20% of all B stars are thought to be Be stars; see Zorec & Briot 1997) , this is the first known RSG+Be star binary system.
As defined, Be stars are B stars that show emission within their Balmer lines. This emission is thought to form from material being ejected due to a star's rapid rotation. This material then forms an outwardly diffusing gaseous Keplerian disk. Usual rotational velocities of Be star rapid rotators are around 300 km s −1 . However, based on the widths of the absorption lines of this newly discovered RSG+Be star binary, it has a rotational velocity of around 150 km s −1 , much less than a normal Be star. One explanation, as suggested by Doug Gies (private communication) is that this is a Be star with a pole-on orientation so that the rotational velocity we're measuring is much smaller than the actual rotational velocity. This has been seen before, but such stars aren't common. One such example is χ Oph which has a rotational velocity of around 140 km s −1 (Tycner et al. 2008 ). If we take these two systems to be similar, the inclination of the disk to the line of sight is small, less than 18
• for the star to not be rotating faster than the breakup velocity.
Another difference from the more traditional Be star is that the emission lines are quite strong and narrow, though this may be due to the small rotational velocity discussed above. Generally they are wider and double-peaked (compare to Figure 1 in Chojnowski et al. 2018 ). However, Be stars are known to be variable on timescales over a few minutes and the emission has even been seen to disappear and reappear over the timescale of decades (Rivinius et al. 2013) . Thus, we plan on re-observing this interesting object to see if there are any significant spectral changes over the period of a few years.
Using the strength of the He i λ3819 line to the surrounding Balmer lines, we classify this star as an early BV. Lesh (1968) expanded the MK spectral type to include subtypes for Be stars. Based on Hβ being in emission, the higher Balmer lines having emission cores, and Fe ii lines being present but not dominating the spectrum, we classify this Be star as a Be 3 V. There are other, more recent, classification systems that take into account various shapes of the Balmer lines and polarization, but the Lesh (1968) system is still commonly used. In terms of further classifying either the absorption or emission components of the Be star, our spectra does not have a high enough SNR to identify the prominent classification lines such as He i / Mg ii λ4481. Radial velocity measurements confirm that both the absorption and emission lines have the same radial velocities and thus they are forming in the same region.
Modeling the Spectra
With the MMT data obtained, we now have 63 confirmed RSG+B star binaries in M31 and M33 as well as 24 confirmed RSG+B star binaries in the SMC and LMC (see Neugent et al. 2018 for more information on the Magellanic Cloud binaries) bringing the total number of RSG binaries to 87. While our spectra of these stars are low resolution, they can still be used for basic modeling. Here we describe our efforts to model the RSG component of the binary using the TiO bands in the red and model the B star component of the binary using the upper Balmer lines in the blue.
MARCS RSG Modeling
To model the RSG star within the binary system, we used the MARCS models with surface gravities of log g = 0.0, as this is typical of RSGs . We adopted the solar-metallicity models; the differences in the RSG models between an LMC (0.5 solar) and M31(1.5-2× solar) are slight; see Figure 5 in Massey et al. (2009) . We fit the spectral features and continuum to the MARCS models by eye by changing the temperature of models after smoothing the models so they were at a resolution comparable to the observed spectra. As the temperature of the RSG decreases, the strength of the TiO bands increase because it becomes easier for molecules to form at cooler temperatures. Thus, the TiO bands are very prevalent in M stars but the lines can still be used to estimate temperature in mid-Ks, especially the λ5167 and λ6158 TiO lines. The MARCS models we used to fit the observed spectra ranged from 3000 K to 4500 K in increments of 100 K. Considering the matches we obtain for different temperatures, we estimate our errors are on the order of 50 K for the M stars and mid-to-late K stars. For the earlier K stars where the TiO bands are the weakest we believe our errors are on the order of 100 K. This process is very similar to the one used by Levesque et al. (2006) when modeling a different set of Magellanic Cloud RSGs. An example best fit model of an early K star and late M star are shown in Figure 5 . Note the increase in the strength of the TiO bands for the later type stars thus allowing for a more precise fit.
BSTAR06 B-Star Modeling
To model the B star component within the binary system we relied on the BSTAR06 models. The strength of the spectral lines depends on the temperature of the star with cooler temperatures producing stronger lines. The width of the spectral lines depends on the luminosity class of the star with dwarfs producing thicker lines than supergiants. Due to the poor resolution of our spectra, the widths of the lines were difficult to accurately measure. It was generally possible to differentiate between a supergiant (very narrow lines) and a dwarf (broad lines) but nearly impossible to distinguish between those two extremes and giants. Thus, degeneracies exist between luminosity classes and temperatures. For example, a star might be adequately fit by both a 19000 K BV and a 17000 K BIII. Thus, for this project we eschewed the giant subclass and only considered the two extremes of dwarf vs. supergiant. Overall, the temperatures for the giants were 2000 K cooler than that of the dwarfs and 3000-4000 K hotter than the supergiants. As is shown in Table 1 , all of the known binaries have BV companions, and thus we believe it is reasonable to preferentially select the BV results over that of a BIII temperature.
To fit the Balmer lines of the B stars we first normalized the spectrum using a 5th order cubic spline. We restricted the wavelength range to 3700 -4200Å in order to avoid attempting to normalize the strong TiO bands of the RSG. This allowed us to better fit the strengths of the upper Balmer lines of the B star. An example fit is shown in Figure 6 . Note that both the strength and width of the lines are well matched by the 25000 K BV BSTAR06 model.
To double-check our results, we compared the spectral modeling luminosity classes with the absolute magnitude in U, making the assumption that the extinction of these stars was typical of OB stars, and that the flux at U is dominated by the B star component. We found excellent agreement for the stars we called supergiants, except for the hottest one, J013405.62+304142, whose luminosity is more consistent with a dwarf than a supergiant. For the cooler "dwarfs," the U-band flux is more consistent with them being giants rather than a dwarfs, but they are not as luminous as supergiants. The warmer dwarfs have Uband luminosities that are consistent with that designation, again indicating that our method worked quite well. There were two notable exceptions, J013254.01+303858 (20,000 K) and J013343.22+303547 (22,000 K), whose U-band luminosities suggest they are supergiants instead, unless the RSG or reflection nebula is adding to the flux. We have retained the spectroscopic designations but indicated the three discrepant stars with a footnote in Table 4 .
Spectral Energy Distribution Modeling
The modeling described above made one key assumption -that the flux of the binary was unaffected by the B-star component at the TiO bands and was unaffected by the RSG component at the upper Balmer lines. If this isn't the case, it is possible that the B-star flux filled in the TiO bands causing the temperature to be overestimated. Conversely, the flux from the RSG may have filled in the strengths of the upper Balmer lines causing the temperatures to be overestimated as well. The amount the temperature was overestimated will vary from star to star. If the RSG is particularly dusty, the upper Balmer lines will be filled in more than a system with a small amount of dust. The physical separation between the two stars might also alter the overestimate with stars that are closer together being more overestimated than stars that are farther apart. However, there is no easy way to separate the two spectra and thus this is an assumption we've made.
We originally hoped to model the overall SED of the combined RSG+B star binary. However, after further investigation we determined that the number of free parameters made any resulting fits unreliable.
The first complication deals with the mass of the individual components. For the RSG, we used a 15M ⊙ supergiant as used in the MARCS models; however, given the 8-25M ⊙ mass range of the RSG population and the effects of the initial mass function this is likely to be an over-estimate for most of the RSGs in our sample. For the B star we used the BSTAR06 models that span a range of masses depending on the type of star (dwarf, giant, supergiant). However, the BSTAR06 models do not take into account that a giant might be 10M ⊙ or even 60M ⊙ but still have the same 20,000 K temperature. Changing the mass of the B star will drastically change the shape of the SED. While it is possible to estimate the temperature and spectral type of the B star using the line depths and widths (as discussed above), it is not possible to use this method to estimate the mass of the star. Thus, we are unable to accurately describe the SED without knowing the mass of the B star. While further observations (both spectroscopic and photometric) would hypothetically allow us to determine the masses of these stars, this is well outside the scope of this current project.
The other complication is the reddening of the system. From the observed spectra alone we know very little about the dust surrounding the system. We can make the basic assumption that the reddening around the B star is either equal to or less than the reddening around the RSG however it is not possible to determine the ratio. This value will additionally change based on the distance between the two stars (a B star in a close binary system should have a higher reddening than a B star in a wide binary system). While we would ideally like to place constraints on the A V s of the systems, the poor flux calibration stemming from multi-fiber spectra does not allow for any estimates. To learn more about the reddening of both components, and thus the dust production of the RSG, we would need additional data in both the UV (for the B star) and the NIR (for the RSG). Table 4 contains an overview of observational and modeling results for each system including the adopted temperatures and luminosity classes for the B-type stars and temperatures for the RSGs.
Discussion

Overall Trends
All of the previously known (Galactic) RSG binaries have B dwarfs as their companions (Table I ), but here we have discovered RSG with B supergiant companions as well. We expect B supergiant companions to be rarer given their shorter lifetimes, and our sample of newly discovered RSG+B pairs is a factor of ∼9 times larger than all of the previously known RSG binaries. We find that 66% of our newly identified RSG sample contain B dwarfs, and 34% contain a B supergiant. Note that, as discussed above, we were not able to distinguish between a dwarf vs. giant or giant vs. supergiant so we've simplified the classifications into just dwarfs and supergiants. There does not seem to be a correlation between temperature or subtype for either the B stars or the RSGs. The average temperature for the B star (for both dwarf and supergiant) is 21000 K with a standard deviation of 4000 K. The average temperature for the RSG (both when paired with a dwarf or supergiant) is 3900 K with a standard deviation of 150 K. These values are reasonable for both RSGs and B-type stars. We would expect to see some change in RSG and B star temperatures from galaxy to galaxy as the metallicity changes but small number statistics prevent us from seeing this trend.
Variability
RSGs are known to be variable on the timescales of days all the way up to years (Szczygie l et al. 2010) . Almost all are variable on the order of 1 magnitude or higher while some pulsate between 80 to 3500 days (Guo & Li 2002) . Convective cells and hot spots transverse their surface adding additional photometric variations to any observed light curve (Chiavassa et al. 2011; Baron et al. 2014; Stothers 2010) . Additionally, episodic mass loss events cause non-periodic outbursts such as what occurred with V838 Mon in 2002 (Tylenda et al. 2011) . These variations all add to the complexity of searching for binary companions using light curve variations as a starting point.
Despite these difficulties, we investigated the variability of LMC and SMC RSG+B star binaries using the All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN) (Shappee et al. 2014; Kochanek et al. 2017 ). Out of the 24 confirmed binaries, five of them were previously identified as variable by ASAS-SN but none of them showed periodic variability. Three additional stars were variable but had not been catalogued as variable by ASAS-SN and the remaining 15 did not appear to vary significantly (less than 0.05 mag) over a period of 1000 days. We were a little surprised by this outcome. The known RSG binaries have periods on the order of years and thus with a baseline of 1000 days we expected to see some indication of variation due to binarity. However, this was not the case. In the future we plan on investigating this issue further by searching for small variations within the periods that might indicate binarity and extending this search to the M31 and M33 binaries using iPTF data but that is outside the scope of this current paper.
Conclusions and Future Work
As part of this work we've now observationally shown that it is possible to select RSG+B star binary candidates using photometry alone. Using such photometry we have confirmed 87 new RSG+B star binaries in the Local Group galaxies of M31, M33, the LMC and the SMC. We additionally discovered the first known RSG+Be binary system. Using the BSTAR06 and MARCS model atmosphere codes we estimated temperatures and luminosity classes for the B stars as well as temperatures for the RSGs and found that there is no correlation between luminosity class and temperature for either RSGs or B stars. Our next step is to understand the overall binary fraction of RSGs. To do this we need to obtain a statistically significant sample of both single and binary RSGs within a galaxy. Determining this within our own Galaxy is difficult given reddening and our location within the disk, but the galaxies of the Local Group provide excellent test beds for such research. As part of the ongoing work with collaborators, we are in the process of cataloging RSGs within M31, M33, the LMC, SMC and several of the smaller Local Group galaxies. By applying the photometric selection criteria discussed in this paper and obtaining more spectroscopic follow-up, we can detect a statistically significant sample of binary RSGs within each of these Local Group galaxies. This will allow us to put a number on the binary fraction of RSGs and compare it to the binary fraction of other massive stars. We can then compare our results with evolutionary models allowing for further refinements and advances in massive star research.
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